Decorative Wire Grille
How to Order Decorative Wire Grille:
1. Determine the style and color of grille.
• If ordering style MD11, you must indicate if you would like the panels cut so the
pattern is vertical or horizontal.
2. Determine size and quantity of each door panel insert.
3. Order the number of sheets you think are required to create your panels.
• ½ sheets can be ordered to avoid excessive waste.
4. Once the order is received, we will lay out your design to determine the number of
panels that can be cut from each sheet and will advise you if the number of sheets
you ordered will accommodate the required cuts.
• Things that can affect how many panels can come from a sheet:
 Panels must be centered on the pattern so all corners are cut the same.
 We need at least 1” between each panel on all sizes. Depending upon the
grille chosen, we may require more space for cutting.
 Pattern MD11 can be cut so openings are either vertical or horizontal and
this may affect spacing and number of panels.
5. Please indicate if you would like the excess material sent with your order.

When you receive the Decorative Wire Grille:
1. Please note, edges are VERY SHARP - be careful when opening package and removing
wire from board.
2. Keep wire panel on board until ready to install.
3. Panels are NOT welded together so the panel can accordion in or out. If you find that
the panel is too small or too big, simply pull or push the panel from the sides to get to
your appropriate panel size.
• Please note: we cut the panels according to the size indicated on your order,
during shipment, the panels may move and should be checked upon receipt.
4. If necessary, material can be cut using tin snips, wire cutters, bolt cutters and any saw
with a metal cutting blade, depending on the gauge of the wire. Each design varies
with wire gauge and crimp style.
5. To assemble, simply screw the wire grill into place or secure with moulding strips, tabs
or clear glue.
6. Decorative wire grilles and chicken wire can be cleaned easily with any NONAMMONIA based cleaners.
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CUT-TO-SIZE:

Decorative Grille & Fine Wire Mesh Order Form
Date: _________________

Contact Name: ____________________

Company Name: ___________________________________

Contact Phone #: ___________________

Company Address: _________________________________

Contact Email: ______________________

_________________________________________________

Customer #: _______________________

PO #: __________________

and / or

315C
332P
.75” Pressed
.75” MultiSingle
Crimp Single
Diamond
DIamond

1214F
.5 Round
Single
Diamond

AB
Antique
Brass

1220T
.5” Chicken
Wire*

AP
Antique
Pewter

RE25
.1875” Flat
Square

SB
Satin
Brass

11614P
1” Flat
Double
Diamond

SN
Satin
Nickel

CG10
.5” Straight
Flat
Diamond

SS
Satinless
Look

MD11
1” Flat
Straight
Weave

WR
Wrought
Iron

MESH
Fine Wire
Mesh**

CP
Copper

* Chicken Wire is available in AB, AP & WR.
** Fine Wire Mesh is available in CP, SB, SN & WR.

Custom finishes available upon request.

Gray section is for DOD to fill out.

Mesh Style

Enter Part # From
Images Above

Mesh
Finish

Size of Cut Panel
1/8” Increments

# of
Panels

Check this box if you want the scrap material.

Designs Of
Distinction Sku #

Sheet
Qty

# of Cut
Charges

Total:

(Not including freight)

Approved by: ___________________________ Date: ____________
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